Peoplesafe's body worn camera solution provided by Reveal Media is an instant deterrent for the verbal and physical abuse that public-facing and frontline workers are often subjected to.

The D5 camera works in conjunction with the Peoplesafe Pro App. Available for iOS and Android devices, the app can process SOS Alarm calls, log activities, check in and out of meetings, utilises GPS, and provides manual location reports.

- Limited infrastructure required – all you need is the Peoplesafe Pro App, the D5 camera and password to access the secure server
- Audio monitoring provided by Peoplesafe’s 24/7 Alarm Receiving Centre
- Overt and obvious - body worn cameras, unlike lone worker devices, are designed to be obvious to deter potential aggressors
- Video evidence will be recorded when a SOS Alarm is raised to support the audio evidence recorded by the Peoplesafe Pro App

When partnered with the Peoplesafe Pro lone worker app, a simple press of the SOS button will trigger the camera to start recording.
Body worn camera features

- 12 hour battery
- Works in ultra-low light
- AES-256 encryption for unbreakable security
- Bluetooth triggers allow the camera to be activated remotely
- GPS aware
- 64GB memory
- Front facing screen
- Adjustable camera head

App features

- Certified to BS 8484:2016
- One or two-way audio communications
- Multiple ways to engage an alert
- 24/7 monitoring
- Fast GPS locating
- Log activity timer
- Check in/out
- Text activity
- Available on Android and iOS

HOW IT WORKS

Press SOS Alarm on Peoplesafe Pro App

Bluetooth triggers the D5 camera

D5 camera starts recording the incident
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